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In the Write about section, students are asked to write two sentences about what
they see in the picture. This section is holistically scored.

This scoring rubric is also found in the LAS Links Digital Library.
Utilize this scoring rubric for Write About, a 0 is given when no English word is
written, when the response is a repetition of the prompt, when the response is only
isolated words or is incomprehensible. A 1 provides isolated words or just one
sentence that relates to the prompt. A 1 is also given when the student writes two
sentences but one or both of the sentences have serious errors that interfere with
communication. A 2 is given when the student provides two sentences but have
numerous in errors including in grammar and mechanics, and a 3 is given when two
fluent responses are given that are effectively communicated and can contain very
minor errors in mechanics.

In addition to the rubric that is found in the examiner’s guide, you can use
this easy to use flowchart to break out the rubric into these specific
questions. Use two as your anchor score and ask yourself the question,
“Does his answer satisfy the task by having written two sentences that relate
to the prompt?” If the answer is “yes, they wrote two sentences that relate to
the prompt” then they will score either a 2 or a 3. Second question, is there
one or more grammatical errors? If yes, then the score is a 2. If there are
two fluent responses with no grammatical errors, then the score is a 3. A
student can also achieve a 3 with a few mechanical errors that do not
confuse the meaning such as leaving the period off one of the sentences. If
there are many mechanical errors then the score given should be a 2.
If you answer no to the original anchor question, then a 1 if there are just
isolated words or a rudimentary sentence otherwise a 0.

Locate the 4-5 Write About Scoring practice items.
ONSIGHT TRAINER: Do one at a time allowing group to read each answer and
have them call out their answers. Use your answer keys for the rationale for each
score.

The next section of writing is called Write Why. Students are asked to pick one of
the two options and then write two sentences about why they chose what they chose.
As you see the example on this screen, “Which of these animals would you choose
for a pet? Circle one. A rabbit. A fish. Why did you choose the animal? Write two
reasons.”

In addition to the rubric that is found in the examiner’s guide, you can use
this easy to use flowchart to break out the rubric into these specific
questions. Use two as your anchor score and ask yourself the question,
“Does his answer satisfy the task by having written two sentences that relate
to the prompt?” If the answer is “yes, they wrote two sentences that relate to
the prompt” then they will score either a 2 or a 3. Second question, is there
one or more grammatical errors? If yes, then the score is a 2. If there are
two fluent responses with no grammatical errors, then the score is a 3. A
student can also achieve a 3 with a few mechanical errors that do not
confuse the meaning such as leaving the period off one of the sentences. If
there are many mechanical errors then the score given should be a 2.
If you answer no to the original anchor question, then a 1 if there are just
isolated words or a rudimentary sentence otherwise a 0.

ONSITE TRAINER: Read the prompt…. Have participants read written response,
and then score together… Do more from handouts and worksheets as needed.

The final section of writing is called Write in Detail. Students read the topic then
write what they want about it. Students should pay close attention to organization,
use of detail, correct spelling, grammar and sentence structure.
Let me read this example to you as I know it can be difficult on this screen, “Think
about a place you would like to go with your class. Write some sentences to explain
where you want to go and why you want to go there. Use details and check your
work.”

This rubric is found in the Examiner’s Guide on page 53. Utilizing the scoring
rubric for Write in Detail, ask the question, does the answer have a storyline? A
beginning, middle and end? If the answer is yes, then you go to the yes side. If
there are errors throughout where now you are not only considering word choice
and word tense but also spelling and punctuation, errors throughout their entire
response, you will give it a 3. If there a few minor errors, similar to errors you
would find in a first draft essay, but not enough errors to impede communication,
you will give it a score of 4.
If you ask the question does the answer have a story line and the answer is no, go to
the no side. A 2 is given when at least one full sentence is given (even if it has
errors), a 1 is given when the response has at least one phrase, and a 0 is given for
isolated words, no response or a response entirely in a language other than English.

Here is the flow chart for Write in Detail. Ask the question, does the answer have a
storyline? A beginning, middle and end? If the answer is yes, then you go to the yes
side. If there are errors throughout where now you are not only considering word
choice and word tense but also spelling and punctuation, errors throughout their
entire response, you will give it a 3. If there a few minor errors, similar to errors
you would find in a first draft essay, but not enough errors to impede
communication, you will give it a score of 4.
If you ask the question does the answer have a story line and the answer is no, go to
the no side. A 2 is given when at least one full sentence is given (even if it has
errors), a 1 is given when the response has at least one phrase, and a 0 is given for
isolated words, no response or a response entirely in a language other than English.

ONSITE TRAINER: Read the prompt…. Have participants read written response,
and then score together…
Conduct inter-rater reliability activity (same steps as done before for Speaking).

